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Specifications
Counting Feature Specifications
Database Capacity
6 GB (Available) - Preloaded w/ National Drug Code Directory
MW (Minimum Piece Weight) 30mg ( 3e )
MSS (Minimum Sample Size) 10 pieces
Sample Size Selection 10, 30, 60, 90, 100
Scale Specifications
Maximum Capacity
500g
Readability (d) 0.001g
Verification Unit (e)
0.01g
Stabilization time (typical)
Approx. 3s
Calibration
Internal and Automatic
Tare Range
-500g
Accuracy Class II
Pan Dimension 120mm
Scale Dimensions
216 x 345 x 90 mm
Operating Temperature +15C to +30C
RS232 Port
Bidirectional - used for Scanner and Printer connections
PS2 Keyboard Port
Standard - compatible with any standard PS2 Keyboard
RJ45 Network Port
Standard - TCP/IP Network Connection
Wi-Fi (500sx /w models)
High Performance “g” Type
Barcode Scanner
High Performance Omni-directional Laser
Server Specifications
CPU 500 MHz
RAM Memory 512 MB DDR-SDRAM
Disk Capacity 8 GB
Disk Type
High Performance , premium quality CF card
Ports 4 Ethernet ports (1 Internet and 3 Private Scale Ports)
Port Expansion Card (optional) 4 Ethernet ports
Wi-Fi (Wi-Fi models Only)
“g” Type
For more information please call 1.866.473.6900
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A typical pill counting transaction of 100 pills,
performed on a DRX500 scale connected to the
TORBAL server is made in three easy steps,
and can be performed under 20 seconds.
The steps are simple: tare the vial, scan the
NDC located on the supply bottle, and fill the
count. During each count the scale displays
the name of the drug and other important drug
information. Details of each transaction are
logged by the server.
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The server controls the DRX-500s
pill counting stations and tracks all
pill counting transactions as well
as user activity. During each pill
counting transaction the server
sends the scale detailed information
about the counted medication.

The WiFi configuration allows for
a simple Plug-and-Play setup. The
TORBAL server is designed to handle a
network of up to 30 DRX500s pill counting
scales. Scales can be connected directly
to server, or through a hub or a switch of
your existing local area network, as well
as, a remotely over the internet.
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Administrative panel
a cc e s s t h r o u g h a n y
PC web browser on
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The software is easily accessed
and viewed with the use of a web
browser such as Internet Explorer
or Mozilla Firefox. Once logged-in,
the administrators have access to
detailed graphs, charts, and reports,
of performed transactions. The admin
panel is also used to setup users and
configure the server. Each server

offers great flexibility and can be
configured to fit particular pharmacies
needs and requirements. For example,
some servers may be configured in
a very strict manner in order to track
and control all users who perform
transactions, whereas other servers
may be configured more freely where
users are not required to log in, and the
server is mainly used for sharing drug
data and information.
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ounting Transaction
and User Activity
Monitoring

Details of performed counting
transactions are instantly
recorded by the TORBAL Server.
Transactions are compiled into
graphs and charts for easy and
fast interpretation. General system
activity is displayed in a pie chart
called the “Workstation usage”.
The chart shows how many
prescriptions have been counted
on a particular workstation, allowing
the administrator to make sure that
prescriptions are evenly spread
out among all workstation in the
system. The “Transaction activity”
line graph shows the number
of transactions performed in a
specified time frame. This graph is
often used to interpret prescription
counting and processing patters.
Other graphs show information
pertaining to pill counting
transaction made by specific users
and workstations.
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Au

tomatic E-mail
Reporting

When connected to the
internet and configured
with SMTP settings, the
TORBAL server generates
and automatically emails
daily, weekly, monthly,
and quarterly reports

which include details
about performed counting
transactions, verifications,
most frequently counting
drugs, as well as detailed
user activity. Emailed
reports can be configured to

include only data of interest
and exclude unnecessary
information. Reports are
emailed at a time set by the
system administrator.
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stant E-mail Alert
for user cause
miscounts and faile
Rx Verification

When using features such as prescription size or Rx verification, the TORBAL server monitors and
records pill counting transactions to make sure that verification was performed successfully and
that the count was filled accurately. If a user causes a miscount, by filling too many or not enough
pills as required, or if a user fails Rx verification, the server instantly sends out an email alert to all
administrators with a notification. This becomes especially useful when dispensing C2 narcotics or
expensive drugs.
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with Drug Name and
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The server is preloaded
with the “National
Drug Code Directory
Database.” During each
pill counting transaction
the server sends to
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Ver

satile connection
capabilities - remote
via the internet,
directly to local
networks, or Wi-Fi

DRX-5 Workstations connect to the TORBAL Rx Server in four different ways. The Wi-Fi connection type
offers a plug and play set up of the system. Wi-Fi scales are pre-configured to automatically connect with
the TORBAL server wirelessly. This connection type is suitable in an environment where the scales are
within 120’ (32m) proximity of the TORBAL Rx Server and the wireless path is not obstructed by large or
heavy structures.
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The LAN (Local Area Network) connection allows the TORBAL server to connect directly to your
local area network. In this connection the server, as well as, all the DRX workstations scales can
be assigned with static IP addresses and connect to directly to any switch, hub or Ethernet wallplug in your pharmacy network. The LAN connection is most suitable for medium to large network
environments where DRX workstation scales are part of the same network but located far-away
from the TORBAL server.

DRX Workstation scales can be also connected to the server remotely via the internet using WAN
(Wide Area network). This allows workstation scales to connect to the server and share drug data
from any location that has internet access. This configuration type is particularly useful to pharmacy
owners with multiple stores in different locations.

Another Plug-and-Play connection can be made by connecting DRX workstation scales directly to
the Torbal server. This connection is suitable if the scales are in close proximity of the server or if
network cables can be easily connected to the Torbal server. The server comes standard with three
built in private scale ports. An optional expansion card allows for four additional built-in private
ports. Also, a switch or a hub can be added in order to provide more private scale ports.
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In addition to e-mail alerts;
miscounted transactions caused by
under or over filled prescriptions,
are stored in dedicated reports
for easy access and viewing. The
server also generates a dedicated
report for all transactions that failed
Rx Verification. This saves the
system administrator significant
time when reviewing data.
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Counted
prescriptions
reports
The TORBAL server monitors all
performed counting transactions
and generates a report of the most
frequently counted drugs. The
report shows the top movers and
most frequently counted drugs of
the formulary. The “Most Frequently
Counted” report is generated based
on all system transaction or based
on transaction data received from
individual workstations.
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The NDC verification feature
eliminates potential errors in
prescription filling. It ensures that a
prescription is correctly counted and
filled. The feature allows the user to
compare two NDC codes and check
for a match. The NDC on your Rx
label barcode is compared to the
stock bottle barcode. If the two
scanned NDC codes are the same
the scale displays “Match OK” and
allows to proceed with pill counting.
If the codes are different, the scale
displays a “Failed” message. Pill
counting transactions which have
failed Rx verification are recorded
by the server in a dedicated report.
As soon as “Failed” Rx verification
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occurs the server instantly sends out an email alert notifying the administrators. The NDC verification
feature can be used as an integrated part of pill counting, or as a separate function to verify medication
other than pills or tables, such as creams, syrups and inhalers.

APA - A dv a n c e d P i l l
C o u n t i n g A cc u r a c y
APA is an advanced pill counting
algorithm that quickly and efficiently
adjusts for pill weight variations
providing even greater accuracy when
filling prescriptions. The feature is
very easy to use and requires little
user interaction. The feature can be
used to update the Average Piece
Weights (APW) for drugs during a
regular pill counting transaction or an
update of the database which is stored

on the system server. This system not only improves counting accuracy, it also speeds up the process
significantly and eliminates the need for the pharmacist to count pills manually when updating average
piece weights.
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Updating with
A dv a n c e d P i l l
n t i n g A cc u r a c y
( APA )
To assure highest pill counting
accuracy the TORBAL server
automatically reminds users to
perform an update of a drug’s average
piece weight (APW). Updating a
drug is a fast and easy process
which is part of a regular pill counting
transaction. The update feature
incorporates TORBAL’s advanced pill
counting accuracy (APA) algorithm
which eliminates manual counting
of a sample. To update the user is
asked to briefly pause the count at
a range of 10 to 15 pieces and then
again anywhere at the range of 20

to 30 pieces. This process adds only approximately 4 seconds to the counting transaction and automatically
recalculates and updates the drug on the server assuring an accurate count. Most commonly drugs should be
updated from every 60 to 90 days. The update frequency is set by the user and it usually correlates to the daily
prescription filling volume.
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When performing a counting transaction,
the remaining to fill feature assists in
achieving cut off at the proper pill count.
When the feature is enabled, in addition to
the displayed pill count, the display shows
an “Add” and “Remove” indicators. The
indicators inform how many more pills must
be placed in the vial to achieve the desired
count, and indicates “0” at the target count.
This feature helps to prevent overfilling. If
too many pills are added, an overfill indicator
displays the number of pills that should be
removed from the vial.
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The large pixel type LCD
display allows for graphics
and full-text onscreen
instruction to be displayed
while counting pills. The pill
counting function is designed
as a short wizard that leads
the user step-by-step through
this simple operation. During
the count the scale displays
detailed drug information
which is visibly organized on
the scale’s LCD.
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Barcode
Scanner
Each DRX500Sx scale is
supplied with a fast high
performance Omni Directional
laser barcode scanner. The
20 line scan pattern allows
for fast and aggressive
scanning of NDC barcodes
in any orientation. The
scanners in-stand hands free
operation allows for even
faster scanning and reduces
operator fatigue when
performing a large number of
prescription counts.
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Labeling the drug with the actual
name and LOT number is quickly
and easily done via an external
standard PC type keyboard
connected to the scale’s PS/2
port. The LOT number entry is
particularly useful when maintaining
drug’s average piece weight. A
small footprint PC type keyboard is
offered as an accessory option.
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ansaction
Printing

This feature allows the user to print a record of a performed counting transaction. The printed receipt
indicates the date and time of the performed transaction, as well as the NDC code, drug name,
average piece weight and the actual count. The printer can print the receipt automatically when the
transaction is finished or manually with the push of the data transfer key.
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The software is viewed and controlled through the
use of a web browser such as Internet Explorer or
Mozilla Firefox. Each server offers administrative
flexibility, and can be configured to fit particular
pharmacies needs and requirements. For
example, some servers may be configured in a
very strict manner in order to track and control all
users who perform transactions, whereas other
servers may be configured more freely where
users are not required to log in, and the server is
mainly used for sharing drug data and information.
The server provides all essential network
configuration parameters that allow the server
to function securely in even the most complex
network environment.

The TORBAL Rx server is designed to handle a network of up to 30 DRX-500s scales. Up to 7 scales
can be connected directly to server and more scales can be connected by adding on a hub or a switch
or by connecting scales through an existing local area network, as well as, a remote over the internet.
For large chains requirements of 30 or more DRX-500s workstations Fulcrum Inc. offers a Windows OS
setup version of the TORBAL Rx server that can be installed on a dedication Windows Server PC.
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This compounding feature includes a Filling Meter function that assists the user in the filling process. The meter is a none-linear
indicator that indicates a cut-off point at which the meter indicator becomes very sensitive, therefore it allows the user to stop filling
at the desired weight with greater accuracy.
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In compounding a digital remaining to fill display indicates how much weight is needed to reach the
desired weight. The user is asked to key in the desired weight of an ingredient before filling. This allows
the scale to track the filled weight and display the remaining amount. If too much weight is placed, an
excess indicator will be displayed, along with the amount of weight that should be removed.
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This feature allows
you to assign unique
names or labels to
individual ingredients
within the compound.

The name of the

ingredient and its
weight are stored in
the scale’s memory.

R

ecipe

The compounding
feature allows storing
the entire recipe in
a library that can be
viewed at a later time.

The archived record
includes the date,
time and total of a
performed compound
as well as the name
and the weight of each
ingredient.
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A printed receipt indicates the date and time
of the performed transaction. It will also list, in
order, the weight of each ingredient and indicate
the total weight of the recipe. This feature
becomes particularly useful when a back-trail of
the compounding transaction is required.

Date :
11 -21-2007
I01:EXAMPLE 1A
I02:EXAMPLE 2B
I03:EXAMPLE 3C

Time :

TOTAL:

On

screen

The large pixel type
LCD display allows for
graphics and full-text,
onscreen instruction to
be displayed to assist
the user throughout the
compounding function.
When making a recipe or
compounding, the scale
guides the user through
every step of the process,
making compounding fast
easy and accurate.
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Other Functions
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The state-of-the-art self-calibrating mechanism keeps the scale calibrated at all times, thereby providing
optimum weighing accuracy. The scale will automatically calibrate itself at startup, pre-set time intervals
or whenever required by temperature changes. The need for an external calibration weight is eliminated,
while providing the user with confidence that measurements are accurate and correct.

Gr
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The DRX 5 series scales are equipped with a Graphical LCD display which measures 134mm x 40.4mm
(240 x 64 dots). The LCD displays full text and graphics which makes the scale user-friendly and
intuitive.
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A sealed front panel protects the keypad from spills, dust, and wear and tear. An adequate number of
keys, including numeric and navigation keys, eliminates key multiplexing and creates a user-friendly
interface.
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The scale’s Navigation Keys allow the user to easily and intuitively operate through the scale’s function
menus and configuration procedures. Each operation is fast and can be completed within seconds. In
addition, for the operator’s convenience, the scale is equipped with dual TARE keys located on each side
of the unit.
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